Concrete cube strengths—what use are statistics?
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The idea of specifying a ‘characteristic strength’ defined by a maximum of 5% defective material, proposed in CP 110, has been accepted in BS 5328 and is now being adopted for other materials. On investigation it is found that in addition to being awkward to apply in practice the CP 110 and BS 5328 definitions are very vague and there are serious conflicts between them and the proposed compliance criteria. The important distinction between ‘within-batch’ and ‘between-batch’ variations has been ignored statistically, casting doubt on many of the statistical calculations. A change to the simple ‘minimum strength’ requirement is proposed. The statistical characteristics of such a specification are calculated and shown to be much better than has been suggested previously. In particular it is shown that the formula commonly used to calculate the effectiveness of test criteria is not appropriate at normal sampling rates. The effect of a change to the specification of ‘minimum strength’ on permissible stresses is discussed, as are the implications for strength specifications for other materials.

Introduction

Work done in the 1960s and 1970s has resulted in great changes in the way the strength of building materials is specified and also in changes in how compliance with the specification is assessed. In the new specifications, the idea that acceptance should depend on evidence that the strength exceeds some specified minimum strength has been replaced by a definition based on statistical concepts. The terms ‘minimum strength’ and ‘guaranteed yield stress’ have been replaced by ‘characteristic strength’.

2. It is accepted now that some defective material will be supplied and the limit is not on minimum strength but on the maximum acceptable proportion of defective material. The discussion in this Paper concerns the specification of concrete crushing strength.

General comments

3. The statistical approach was introduced in CP 114\(^1\) for testing designed mixes and it was developed further in CP 110\(^2\) and BS 5328\(^3\). While CP 114 works to a limit equivalent to 2\(\frac{1}{2}\)% defectives, a limit of 5% defectives has been adopted as standard in CP 110, BS 5328 and other recent specifications.

4. Although statistically-based specifications have been available for some time, many engineers are still reluctant to adopt them. It is quite common still for a specification to require a ‘minimum’ rather than a ‘characteristic’ strength, and even where the specification only requires a characteristic strength some supervis-
ing engineers are still reluctant to accept any below-strength test results. Even in an imperfect world engineers still try to establish absolute standards wherever possible and many do not accept the idea that they should be obliged to accept any defective material. They are also uneasy about a specification which sets no limit to the strength of individual samples, but only a limit on the number of samples which are defective.

5. While many engineers may sympathize with these opinions a more detailed investigation is necessary to establish clearly the rights and wrongs of the case.

Probability theory

6. The probability theory commonly applied assumes that variations in concrete strength occur completely at random within a stable, theoretically infinite population, and that possible variations are infinite in number. In this model individual test results can only be indicators of the overall variation and, as several writers have stressed, any conclusions reached can apply only to the population as a whole, based on the calculated overall proportion of defectives. As any variations within the concrete are completely random and unpredictable, only the whole of the concrete can be judged to be 'good' or 'bad'.

7. When the decision on acceptance or rejection is made some confusion may be caused by the fact up to 5% of the 'good' concrete may be defective and up to 94% of the 'bad' concrete may be completely satisfactory. In the latter case there will always be a temptation to try to locate and condemn only the defective 6% but this cannot be done if the variations are completely random. The question of whether there are patterns within random events is a fascinating one (see references 4 and 5) but is probably outside the scope of this discussion.

Within-batch and between-batch variations

8. The analysis assumes that in any job, no matter how big or small, the variation of strength is a continuum with infinite local variations—there are no steps or subdivisions. One cube result on its own means very little, even about the batch it came from, because within that batch the infinity of possible variations is still present. The variations continue uninterrupted from one batch to the next or, if they are interrupted, the variation within a batch is identical to that between batches.

9. This is almost certainly wrong. There is good reason to believe that within-batch variation will be different from between-batch variation, for the simple reason that all material within one batch is supposed to be thoroughly mixed together in the mixer whereas there is no reason to mix one batch with another. (Batch here follows the BS 5328 definition—one batch from a site batcher or one load from a ready-mix lorry. Where batching is continuous BS 5328 takes one minute's output as a batch.) Between-batch variations can be considerable, and there is no real limit to their possible extent. However if the concrete within a batch has been mixed thoroughly (as demanded by the workmanship specification) we can expect within-batch variations to be comparatively modest.

10. This point seems to be fairly obvious and it is surely fundamental to a proper consideration of concrete strength variation and quality control. What is surprising is that, despite the amount of research and writing there has been about concrete strength and statistics, the published information available in Britain on within-batch variation is scant. Metcalf\(^6\) quotes a standard deviation of 1.8 N/mm\(^2\) for within-batch variation (compared with about 5 N/mm\(^2\) for total vari-
The within-batch figure is based on records of sets of three results obtained under the Ministry of Transport specification for road and bridge works. For a set of three results the term 'standard deviation' is rather doubtful—it is perhaps better to speak of average range; in this case, the implied average within-batch range is about 3 N/mm², or about ±1.5 N/mm² from the mean. The Author is aware of only one detailed study of the subject in this country. This was prepared for one of the ready-mix companies but they are not prepared to have its contents published.\footnote{\textsuperscript{7}}

11. Despite this lack of information about the actual extent of within-batch strength variation, we know two important things. Firstly, the variation will bear no direct relationship to between-batch variations, and secondly, there is good reason to believe that it should be substantially smaller. This implies that a single cube result does have some meaning after all: it tells us the strength of the batch it comes from, to within the limits of within-batch variation.

12. For concrete quality control, provided mixing is done properly, within-batch variations are not the main problem: the main problem is the variation between batches. For the purposes of argument in this Paper, each batch will be considered homogeneous and of consistent strength; only strength differences between batches will be considered.

**Small number probability theory**

13. The statistical theory normally used for concrete quality control calculations is that based on large numbers—an infinite number of possible variations within an infinite population and with test results only corresponding to an insignificant proportion of these variations. However, if there are only, say, 20 batches of concrete and each is homogeneous within itself, then large number probability theory does not really apply. By testing every batch (20 batches in all) we could have a complete guarantee of the strength of all the concrete. CP 114 requires 40 test results as the minimum for analysis (Cl. 209c), and although CP 110 accepts 40 results as a minimum, it requires 100 results for an accurate assessment (Cl. 6.5.1). It is obvious that 20 cubes taken from 20 batches will give a far more definite picture than, say, 100 cubes from 400 batches; yet CP 110 implies the reverse. It is clearly wrong here.

14. For smaller jobs the idea of an estimated 'percentage defective' can be rather academic too. If 100 loads of concrete are ordered and the supplier is producing 2% defectives on average, then this suggests there should be 2 below-strength loads and 98 satisfactory ones. However, because these are chance variations, there is no guarantee that the expected defective loads will actually arrive on site—someone else might get them; conversely it is quite possible that bad luck will result in perhaps 3 or 4 defective loads being supplied. The chances of these occurring can be calculated.

15. The probability $P_d$ of $d$ defectives being delivered in $T$ batches, if they are drawn from an infinite population with an overall proportion of $p\%$ defectives, can be calculated from the formula

$$P_d = \frac{T!(1-p)^{T-d}p^d}{d!(T-d)!}$$

(1)

If $p = 2\%$, then in one hundred batches there is a 13% chance of receiving no defectives at all (0%), and a 14% chance of 4 or more ($\geq 4\%$). It will be a matter of purely academic interest to the customer to estimate from the mean and standard
deviation that the producer is producing an average of 2% defectives if none of them is actually delivered to his/her site; conversely it would be small comfort to estimate an average of 2% defectives if four or more bad loads arrive in a hundred.

16. Calculations based on the mean and standard deviation will tend to indicate the overall average proportion of defectives that the supplier is producing. While this may well be important to the supplier, for the engineer it is the number which arrive on the site that he or she is concerned with which matters. On small and medium-sized jobs there would appear to be little point in estimating the average percentage defective because with the sizes of numbers which are involved, the amount of defective concrete actually received may be very different from the theoretical prediction. Conversely, calculations based on the mean and standard deviation can only be capable of establishing the true proportion of defectives, with any precision, on large jobs.

17. If probability curves are not followed, it is still difficult to establish the true percentage of defectives. Keene has shown that with the numbers of test results available on many jobs it is not possible to establish the actual proportion of defectives with sufficient accuracy for this to be a practical parameter for judging the quality of concrete.

Compliance criteria

18. One feature that should be displayed by any compliance scheme which is rational is consistency in its verdicts. In other words it should never happen that concrete which arrives on one day and is judged satisfactory might have been judged unsatisfactory had it arrived on another day. When assessment is based on groups of results the problem is that concrete can suffer guilt by association—it is judged partly by other results within its group. As a result, concrete which has a satisfactory test result may be condemned because others in the group are poor, although the same concrete could have arrived on a different day, been judged along with a different group of results, and been accepted. This problem is common to all criteria based on sets of results.

CP 110 and BS 5328: characteristic strength definition

19. CP 110 Cl. 6.8.2.1 reads as follows:

‘General. The characteristic strength is that 28 day cube strength below which not more than 5% of the test results may be expected to fall . . .’

20. BS 5328 Cl. 3.4 reads as follows:

‘Characteristic strength. That value of strength below which 5% of the population of all possible strength measurements of the specified concrete are expected to fall.’

21. It must be admitted that these are rather difficult definitions with which to establish compliance—CP 110 is in terms of test results which ‘may be expected’, and BS 5328 is in terms of ‘possible results’ which ‘are expected’. It is also interesting that the two definitions of ‘characteristic strength’ are subtly different. Taking the definitions literally it would be impossible to prove that concrete did or did not comply with the specification: they deal only in expectations and very different things may be expected by different people—the world has its optimists and pessimists. Definitions which are in terms of hopes and expectations rather than verifiable facts are virtually worthless in a contract document such as a materials specification.

22. Following the specification precisely, there is no point in trying to establish the actual proportion of defective material—it is the expected level which matters.
and which has precedence. Is this really a reasonable state of affairs? When the basic specification is so vague most people would give priority to the evidence of the actual proportion of defectives over mere expectations, and it is common to interpret the specification in this way. After all, in the finished structure the actual proportion of defective material is rather more important than the amount which was expected.

23. Some will argue that the normal (Gaussian) statistical distribution must be used to calculate what 'may be expected', but neither specification actually requires this. Although the normal distribution has been found to agree reasonably closely with the variation of strength commonly found there is nothing to stop a rogue result falling well outside the curve.

24. Even if it was required that results should adhere strictly to this curve, the engineer would still have to accept that it would allow 1 result in 740 to fail by 1.36 times the standard deviation. (The 5% limit corresponds to 1.64 times the standard deviation below the mean; 1 in 740 is obtained at 3 times the standard deviation below the mean.) Thus if the standard deviation was 7.5 N/mm² and the design characteristic strength was 30 N/mm², a result of 20 N/mm² should be expected (and accepted) once in 740 loads.

CP 110 and BS 5328: test acceptance criteria

25. CP 110 Cl. 6.8.2.2 reads:

‘... Compliance with the specified characteristic strength may be assumed if...’ before setting out standards for accepting cube results: the mean of any set of four consecutive results should exceed the characteristic strength by at least 0.82 times the standard deviation and each individual result should exceed 85% of the specified characteristic strength.

26. BS 5328 Cl. 16.2.1 reads:

‘Where compressive strength is specified:

Compliance with the characteristic strength shall be assumed if the conditions given in both (a) and (b) are met...’ Conditions (a) and (b) state that, for concrete strengths over 20 N/mm², the mean of four test results should exceed the specified characteristic strength by at least 3 N/mm² and no individual result should fall more than 3 N/mm² below it.

27. Considerable work has been done on calculating the risk to the producer of ‘good’ concrete being rejected, and the risk to the consumer of ‘bad’ concrete being accepted under various testing schemes, with the results being presented as an operating characteristic (O/C) curve for each testing scheme. (See Metcalf and BRE Digest.) The ideal O/C curve is supposed to be that which is certain to accept concrete which is less than 5% defective and certain to reject concrete which is more than 5% defective. The Author is of the opinion that Metcalf misrepresents several of the specifications he analyses but, apart from this, it is clear that none succeeds in achieving the ideal O/C curve. In particular, the customer's risk of accepting ‘bad’ concrete is often substantial. The O/C curve for the BS 5328 criteria published in BRE Digest 244 (reproduced here as Fig. 1) suggests that the customer has a 20% chance of accepting concrete which is 30% defective. The link with a strict ‘5% defective’ criterion seems very tenuous and it is hard to see how the CP 110 and BS 5328 acceptance criteria, with their quite different requirements, can both be said to correspond to an identical strength definition. Maybe the idea that these acceptance criteria establish a true ‘5% defective’ test is nearer to wishful thinking than established fact. If so, it would be
Fig. 1. Operating characteristic curves (reference 11)

as well as if those who are trying to define structural design as a whole in probability terms were aware of this.

**Conflicts between the characteristic strength definition and the compliance criteria in CP 110 and BS 5328**

28. While the publications referred to⁹,¹⁰ discuss the balance of risks between the supplier and the customer for each test scheme considered, neither addresses the problems which arise if there is a straightforward contradiction between the characteristic strength definition and the specified testing plan. In CP 110 and BS 5328 the clauses which follow the basic definition are only suggested schemes for testing compliance. Material which fails to comply with the acceptance criteria may still have to be accepted if it can be shown not to conflict with the basic definition of characteristic strength.

29. The testing plans in CP 110 and in BS 5328 both impose an absolute limit on minimum strength, yet the basic strength definitions contain no such limit. The unscrupulous supplier could argue that he is bound by neither a minimum strength requirement nor even by the limits of the normal distribution, provided that he can show (or expect) that less than 5% of the test results are defective. Even if the engineer found this argument completely unacceptable the supplier would be on quite strong ground on legal terms.

30. The limits on ‘means of four’ are central to the requirements of CP 110 and BS 5328, yet they are probably the most frequently ignored by both suppliers and customers. Both specifications state that any group which fails to meet these limits should be rejected—yet concrete which complies with the CP 110 ‘5% defectives’ level, and also follows the normal distribution of strength variation,
would be expected to produce a ‘mean of four’ below the CP 110 required level on 5% of occasions. Again there is a conflict between the test acceptance criteria and the basic specification. Indeed, in the case where the ‘mean of four’ results fall below the level permitted in CP 110 (or BS 5328), but none of the individual results is below the characteristic strength, the engineer is forced into a logical impasse. It would be wrong to reject all the concrete associated with these results when there is firm evidence that at least four batches (those tested) are satisfactory. If there are defectives, they must lie logically among the batches which were not tested. Should the engineer therefore use the test results to justify acceptance of the four batches which were actually tested, but use the same results as grounds for rejecting those which were not tested? An attempt to justify this course of action to a sceptical laymen might require some interesting logical gymnastics.

31. These conflicts between the specification and the test requirements, and the illogical positions the engineer can be forced into, pose a serious problem because the specification is the document referred to in times of dispute; if it has clear logical weaknesses and internal contradictions it may well prove worse than useless.

CP 114

32. While CP 114 is still widely used for design purposes its specification for the strength of designed concrete mixes (Cl. 209c) is not so popular. No doubt this is because of the distinctly odd results it can give in practice. It works to a rather higher standard than CP 110 and BS 5328—2¹/₂% defectives rather than 5%—and it requires a minimum of 40 test results to operate. For the first 40 results assessment is in consecutive sets of four against limits on the means and ranges of the sets, and there is also a limit set on the total number of defective results. For subsequent results these criteria are treated only as a warning light and compliance is decided on a calculation of the mean and standard deviation of the 40 results up to the one in question. If the mean strength of the 40 does not exceed the specified strength by at least twice the standard deviation then ‘appropriate steps’ should be taken.

33. This specification is not vague and ambiguous (unlike CP 110 and BS 5328)—it is based on defined calculations rather than expectations—and it also makes clear the relative status of its various requirements and is thus free from clear internal contradictions. Indeed, it also comes closer to the theoretical notion that it is the concrete as a whole, rather than some part of it, which must be considered for acceptance or rejection.

34. However, when this specification is viewed from a practical, rather than a theoretical, point of view its drawbacks become clear. The limits on range for the sets of four mean that, in the first 40 results, concrete may be rejected because of an individual result which is too high, as well as one which is too low. After the first 40 results concrete may be accepted initially and then later rejected because it falls among the 40 consecutive results considered with a later bad result. Its status is not clear until 39 subsequent results have been checked. If the time taken for 40 test cubes to be accumulated is added to the 28 days it takes before the concrete is tested, it may be months before concrete is finally passed or failed. There is also no firm limit placed on the minimum strength of an individual test result (§ 24).

**What is the alternative?**

35. It is clear that a specification based on ‘characteristic strength’ suffers from
many disadvantages. The simple requirement 'no test result shall fall below the specified minimum strength' does not suffer from any of these. If each batch is tested then its strength is known to within the limits of within-batch variation; those which are below the minimum strength can be rejected and those which are above accepted. While this may be the best course to adopt on a small job, on a large job it would be rather onerous to require a test on every batch and it is normal to test only a proportion of the batches.

36. Thus the key elements of the specification are

(1) the required minimum strength
(2) the required testing rate

The higher the testing rate, the better the guarantee of concrete quality. Although many builders will prefer not to have too many test cubes to make they will still not want the testing rate to fall too low, because too much concrete could be risked on one decision.

37. Although this requirement is stricter than the 'characteristic strength' ones at no stage can it be said to be unfair to the supplier—the requirement is clear and straightforward and there is no risk of good concrete being rejected: only those batches which are actually defective will be condemned. Clearly it is important that the location of the concrete corresponding to a test result is carefully recorded.

38. There seems to be no reason why this requirement should be unacceptable to suppliers—an absolute limit to minimum strength has already been accepted in the CP 110 and BS 5328 compliance criteria.

Relating customer's risk to sampling rate

39. Anyone reading either of the publications referred to which deal with the customers' risk under various sampling schemes\(^9,10\) will notice that one of the first operating characteristic curves presented (curve B, Fig. 1) is supposed to represent the criterion 'no test result shall fall below the specified minimum strength'. It would appear on this showing to be a poor criterion—a 50% chance of accepting concrete which is 50% defective—and it has been duly criticized for this. It is unfortunate that in these publications the matter was left there and investigations proceeded to more complex specifications, because it is clear that this is a complete misrepresentation of the criterion. The O/C line shown only applies when only one cube test result is taken for the whole job—an almost unheard of state of affairs. At normal sampling rates and with a reasonable number of cube tests proving satisfactory, it can easily be shown that the customer's risk of accepting defective concrete is very much lower than suggested in the diagram.

40. It is here that a useful role for probability theory emerges: it allows us to calculate the consumer's risk of accepting defective concrete for various sampling rates and may help in the selection of suitable values for these. According to 'large number' probability theory the probability \(P\) of \(f\) defectives being detected in \(N\) tests where there is a total of \(d\) defectives in \(T\) batches, may be calculated from the formula

\[
P = \frac{N!}{f!(N-f)!} [1 - (d/T)]^{N-f} (d/T)^f
\]  

(2)

The formula

\[
P = \frac{[N(d/T)]^f}{[\exp N(d/T)]f!}
\]  

(3)
gives a close approximation where $N$ is large and $d/T$ is small and is the formula which has been used in calculating the published O/C curves.\footnote{9}

41. If there are 20 batches and 1 batch is defective (5\% defectives), then equation (3) predicts a 30\% chance of detecting the defective one when ten samples are taken and a 37\% chance when 20 samples are taken. However, common sense suggests that when the sampling rate is one in two there must be a 50\% chance of detecting the defective one; when a sample is taken from every batch there must be a 100\% chance of detecting the defective one. Clearly something is wrong—and yet there is no mistake in the formula. It is simply that it assumes samples are drawn from an infinite population ($T = \infty$), whereas the actual population is only 20. This formula only gives a good approximation at low sampling rates (1 in 10 and below) and it is thus of little use here. Published O/C curves based on this formula are thus not correct for the sampling rates normally used.

42. What we need to know is this: if all the test results exceed the specified minimum strength, what is the probability that there are actually (1, 2, 3, ...) defectives present? This can be calculated from the true formula

$$P = \frac{(T - d)!}{(T - d - N)! \cdot (T - N)!} \cdot \frac{1}{T!}\quad (4)$$

43. For a given rate of sampling, the chance of a set number of defectives being present works out to be almost constant for all numbers of batches above about 20. The number of defectives guaranteed to various degrees of certainty for various sampling rates are shown in Table 1. If we want at least 50\% certainty that a given proportion of defectives will not be exceeded, the numbers of batches for which a given sampling rate is appropriate are shown in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample rate</th>
<th>Degree of certainty</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>≥ 50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/2</td>
<td>≤ 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/3</td>
<td>≤ 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/4</td>
<td>≤ 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/5</td>
<td>≤ 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1/10</td>
<td>≤ 7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Number of defective batches guaranteed by various sampling rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% defective</th>
<th>Sample rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>1/1 1/2 1/3 1/4 1/5 1/10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Numbers of batches for which sampling rates give ≥ 50\% certainty that proportions defective will not be exceeded
44. We could now proceed to define, say, 2.5% defectives as a suitable value for high quality concrete and read off the sampling rate appropriate to the number of batches of concrete involved. However, although the general trend of the figures looks reasonable it is clear that they could not be used as a strict ruling. For no more than 2.5% defectives in 39 batches a sampling rate of 1 in 1 would be necessary—39 tests; whereas for 40 batches only 1 in 2 would be needed—20 tests. The same thing happens at each step in the number of batches for which a sampling rate is suitable. The reason for this apparently illogical state of affairs is simply that ‘no more than 2.5% defectives’ allows one defective in 40 batches, but it allows none at all in 39.

45. No doubt some mathematical ‘fudge’ could be devised to clear this anomaly in some way but could it provide the definitive answer? Perhaps it is better to set the calculations aside at this point for there are other issues to consider; as they stand the figures provide some useful quantitative information about the relationship between sampling rate and the guarantee of strength obtained.

46. All this is based on the assumption that no test fails. What happens if one does? The chain of satisfactory results is then broken and the calculated guarantee of strength no longer holds. Unless the engineer has great faith in the concrete supplier, the rate set must clearly be sufficient to maintain an adequate guarantee of the concrete which remains when defective material has been detected and rejected. Secondly, if defective concrete is being supplied, it is helpful if the sampling rate is sufficient to identify and eliminate a useful proportion of it. In the circumstances, selection of the sampling rate is really a calculated gamble. CP 110 suggests (Table 51) a range of sampling rates from 1 in 10 m$^3$ to 1 in 50 m$^3$ and its advice on using them is sound: ‘...Higher rates of sampling and testing would be appropriate at the start of the work, to establish the level of quality quickly, or during periods when the quality is in doubt. Conversely, rates may well be reduced when high quality has been established.’

Conclusions
47. A specification based on the idea of ‘characteristic strength’ seems to have disadvantages in almost every area

(a) the basic definition of ‘characteristic strength’ in CP 110 and BS 5328 is hopelessly vague, dealing in expectations rather than verifiable facts

(b) the definition sets no limit to the lowest strength of concrete which may be accepted

(c) because the definition relates only to the concrete supplied as a whole, it requires the engineer to accept or reject all the concrete, good and bad. Such an apparently unreasonable decision must tend to undermine the engineer’s authority

(d) the important distinction between ‘within-batch’ and ‘between-batch’ variations is ignored

(e) estimates of the percentage defective calculated from statistical parameters will tend to indicate the average proportion the supplier is producing. Because of

(d) the percentage actually supplied on small and medium sized jobs can differ greatly from this figure

(f) with normal rates of testing it is not possible to estimate the actual proportion of defectives on small and medium sized jobs with sufficient accuracy for this to constitute a satisfactory parameter for defining strength. If every batch was tested the true proportion would be known but then a probabilistic treatment would seem pointless
(g) the published 'operating characteristic' curves for the CP 110 and BS 5328 compliance criteria show only a slight resemblance to a strict definition of a 5% defectives level. In particular the risk to the consumer of accepting bad concrete is often substantial.

(h) there are serious contradictions between the definitions of characteristic strength in CP 110 and BS 5328 and their respective compliance criteria.

(i) the limits on 'means of four' can give rise to illogical decisions in certain circumstances.

(j) the strength definitions and compliance criteria in CP 110 and BS 5328 combine to produce specifications which are vague, illogical and self-contradictory; this is not satisfactory for a contract document.

(k) the strength specification in CP 114 does not have the vagueness and internal contradiction of those in CP 110 and BS 5328. It does, however, suffer from the other weaknesses of 'characteristic strength' definitions and is impractical to use.

(l) a simple 'minimum strength' requirement avoids the problems outlined. Published analyses have seriously misrepresented this criterion; it can be shown that its performance in statistical terms is much better than has been suggested.

(m) published 'operating characteristic' curves are based on a probability equation which is only accurate at very low sampling rates (1 in 10 and below) and are thus not accurate for normal circumstances. This arises because of conclusion (d). The correct equation has been presented here and used in the calculations for the 'minimum strength' criterion.

(n) although statistical calculations can aid selection of a suitable sampling rate, they cannot define it absolutely—the appropriate rate remains a matter for judgment.

(o) specifications based on 'characteristic strength' are neither practical nor useful and should be replaced by simple 'minimum strength' requirements.

(p) while a case might be made for an increase in permissible stresses if this is done, it might be better to wait until more information on within-batch variation is available.
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Appendix

49. Some of the arguments in this Paper will apply to statistically-based specifications for other materials also. In particular, it is clear that in BS 4449 and BS 4461 (steel reinforcing bars), to all intents and purposes the criterion is 'no test yield stress shall be less than 93% of the specified characteristic strength'. It would be simpler and clearer to refer only to this minimum yield stress and amend CP 114 and CP 110 accordingly.

50. However, this Paper's argument does not generally apply to the statistical treatment of timber strength adopted in CP 112. From the account of its derivation given in the Timber Designers' Manual, it is clear that its approach to statistics and the use to which it puts them are quite different.

51. If the 'characteristic strength' definition is abandoned, it is to be hoped that other Code clauses can be tidied up as well e.g. CP 110 Cl. 6.8.5: '... The water/cement ratio of a batch of concrete shall not exceed the specified maximum value by more than 5% of that value ...' While the value to concrete specification of such clauses is open to doubt, there is no doubt at all about the damage they do to our language.
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